
Covid Catch Up strategy statement   

School overview 

Metric Data 

 School name Landgate School and College  

Pupils in school 110 

Proportion of disadvantaged pupils 100% have an EHCP in place  

Pupil premium allocation this academic year Allocation for 2021-2022= £19440 

Balance brought forward 2020-2021= £2470 

Total allocation= £21910  

Academic year or years covered by 

statement 

Reception- Y14 

Publish date September 2021 

Review date December 2021 April 2022 July 2022 

Statement authorised by K. Claxton Head of School 

Covid Catch up lead H. Swift Assistant Head  

Governor lead  

Learner progress scores for last academic year  

Progress 2020-2021  
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Strategy aims for disadvantaged pupils 

Measure Activity 

Priority 1 Improve learner opportunities for Learning Outside the 

Classroom. Tread UK interventions. Classes will access a 

timetable of Tread UK interventions throughout the 

academic year. This will be measured by learner voice, 

staff voice and Earwig evidence. 

Priority 2 Attendance team partnership. This will be measured by 

comparing attendance data including persistent absence 

data.  

Priority 3 Develop love for reading in learners on early stages on the 

learning ladders/flightpaths. Increase environment 

opportunities and range of reading materials  

Barriers to learning these priorities 

address 

Covid impact on attendance, increased number of 

persistently absent learners. 

Covid impact on learners having outdoor learning 

experiences and applying their skills in real-life situations 

Projected spending  See below for projected spending  

 

Strategy aims  

Aim Target Target date  

Progress in Boxall targets Learners have made good progress 

towards their Boxall targets and utilise 

strategies to support these in practice 

(Earwig) 

July 2022 

Progress in English Learners have made good progress 

towards English reading target (input data) 

Learner voice shows learner’s attitude to 

reading has improved (learner voice) 

Earwig evidence highlights learner access 

to reading materials has improved (learner 

voice) 

July 2022 

Reduce persistent 

absence in attendance 
Landgate’s persistent absence 

attendance improves (attendance data) 
July 2022 

Learners have 

experiences of Learning 

Outside of the Classroom 

and cultural experiences  

Learners have purposeful experiences of 

Learning Outside of the Classroom and 

cultural experiences (staff voice, Earwig 

photographs) 

July 2022 
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Remember to focus support on disadvantaged pupils reaching the expected standard in phonics 

check at end of year 1. 

Targeted academic support for current academic year 

Measure Activity 

Priority 1 Develop partnership with the Attendance team to further 

reduce persistent absence and improve attendance 

Priority 2 Improve attendance 2021-2022 and provide further 

support to the Pastoral team 

Priority 3 Promote reading for early language development 

(secondary) 

Barriers to learning these priorities 

address 

Covid related absence impacted on attendance 

including increased persistent absence cohort (add 

data), additional targeted support required. 

Projected spending Attendance SLA £819, Attendance CPD £400,  

Reading resources £2000 

Reading CPD £350 

 

Progress: Landgate’s support of the attendance SLA has greatly supported progress with 

persistent absence however there is still progress to be made. 

 

 

Wider strategies for current academic year 

Measure Activity 

Priority 1 

All learners have experiences Learning Outside of the 

Classroom and cultural experiences to increase wellbeing 

and applying skills in real-life situations  

Priority 2 

Improve opportunities to utilise technology in the planning 

and delivery of the curriculum by 

increasing the number of ipads across school to improve 

curriculum opportunities by utilising technology.  

Barriers to learning these priorities 

address 

1. Covid limited learner opportunities and experiences 

to be in the outdoors and in the community. 

Resilience and emotional wellbeing can be barriers to 

learning. Learners had limited experiences exercising 

in lockdown.  

2. Learners required to self-isolate and loaned school 

equipment. Lack of ipads across whole school can 

impact the planning and delivery of the curriculum. 

Lack of ipads can provide a barrier to the use of 

technology in the classroom.  

Projected spending £210 x 26 weeks Covid Catch Up at Tread UK= £5460 
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Tread resources- £1500 

Outdoor environment- £4720 

20 additional ipads and cases  

(20 ipads = £6000, 20 cases £660) 

 

Progress: Boxall profiles have been done with identified learners however, through using the 

system it has been identified a system is needed to capture all the smaller steps of progress 

within personal development. One step towards this is the Outdoor Learning curriculum Tread 

lead is currently working on which incorporates an assessment system in addition to teacher 

observation and assessment.  

Monitoring and Implementation 

Area Challenge Mitigating action 

Teaching 

Planning of Tread UK medium term 

plans linking to curriculum  

Capturing of small steps of 

progress for academic and 

personal development  

Planning completed prior to each 

half term with identified links to 

curriculum focuses. 

Lead teachers to use ipads to 

record videos, photographs, record 

on Earwig. 

Targeted support 

Learners may be required to self-

isolate due to Covid. Engagement 

from families with attendance 

team and school support    

School provide regular updates to 

parents requiring attendance. 

School follow attendance policy 

and procedures to monitor and 

action attendance. Attendance 

certificates awarded at the end of 

each half term. 

Wider strategies 

Timetable of buses to support 

learner Tread UK interventions 

 

Complete timetable prior to each 

half term and use bus timetable to 

identify when buses are allocated 

to classes.  

Review: last year’s aims and outcomes 

Aim Outcome 

Increase opportunities to use laptops across 

the curriculum  
20 additional laptops ordered, this has 

provided classes with access to laptops 

across the curriculum (previously identified 

during computing lesson). 

Staff voice- staff feel laptops have supported 

the planning and delivery of lessons.  

Provide sensory bags to learners at home  Parent voice 

80% found it useful 20% felt it wasn’t. Sensory 

bags were personalised to suit individual 

learner needs. 

Additional outdoor learning experiences to 

improve resilience and wellbeing 

14 weeks at Tread UK (1 day per week). 

Staff voice- 100% felt the intervention had 

high impact, ‘learners had a safe and 

supportive environment where they were 

given the autonomy to play’, and felt next 
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steps were ‘to have more opportunities to 

access this intervention to support us 

communicating with others, problem solving 

and teamwork.’ 

 


